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QUESTION 1

You receive an application from the development department, and you detect there is a new issue causing 

poor performance. 

Which application tuning sequence is correct? 

A. 1. identify long-running queries and statements2. analyze query using RDBMS tools3. locate corresponding query in
the log4. trace slow operations5. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes 

B. 1. trace slow operations2. identify long-running queries and statements3. locate corresponding query in the log4.
analyze query using RDBMS tools5. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes 

C. 1. tune query by re-composition or adding indexes2. locate corresponding query in the log3. trace slow operations4.
identify long-running queries and statements5. analyze query using RDBMS tools 

D. 1. locate corresponding query the session log2. analyze query using RDBMS tools3. tune query by recomposition or
adding indexes4. identify long-running queries and statements5. trace slow operations 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about the installation of WDK applications? 

A. Each WDK application or multiple instances of the same application must be installed on its own application server. 

B. You can install more than one WDK application or multiple instances of the same application on a single application
server using the same virtual directory. 

C. You can install more than one WDK application or multiple instances of the same application on a single application
server using a different virtual directory for each application instance. 

D. You can install more than one WDK application or multiple instances of the same application on a single application
server and using the same virtual directory as long as DFC has its own virtual directory. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about a shareable type? 

A. It can share its property values with instances of lightweight types. 

B. It can share their content and renditions with multiple shareable objects. 

C. It can have several accessors sharing the ownership by using the owner_name repeating attribute. 

D. It can have multiple ACLs sharing the granting of privileges to the shareable object. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A problem has been detected in the execution of a Content Server method. You need to isolate the problem as either
the method server or the program code. What will you use to run the method program from the command line to
determine the source of probable cause? 

A. session trace log output 

B. trace launch information 

C. method server access log 

D. method argument value 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have recently upgraded your repository and realize that your customization to the PDF format has changed. Prior to
the upgrade you had \\'PDF\\' as the format\\'s description. Now it is back to \\'Acrobat PDF\\'. What happened during the
upgrade to restore the format to the default value? 

A. The dm_consistency_checker.ebs noticed the inconsistency and ran the dm_apply_formats.ebs script to reinitialize
the format values. 

B. You failed to backup your custom format types and the dm_consistency_checker.ebs restored the default values. 

C. The dm_apply_formats.ebs ran using the information from the default formats.csv. 

D. The unregistertype.ebs ran and removed customized formats. 

Correct Answer: C 
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